The Joy Shepherd Performing Arts Centre at St Hilda’s
Facilities

FRONT OF HOUSE

Auditorium
The Joy Shepherd Performing Arts Centre at St Hilda’s Anglican School for Girls (hereafter known as the PAC) has two sections:

- Dress Circle that holds 287
- Stalls which holds 613
- 8 disabled seats available

Foyer
The Forrest Foyer is a magnificent entry to the PAC and also a wonderful function place in its own right. It can accommodate 200 people at a standing function.

Control Room
Situated at the rear of the stalls and equipped with sound, video and lighting control. All the control, distribution and source equipment is listed under the appropriate headings.

Secondary Sound Control Position
This is situated in row M and requires the removal of 8 seats* for operation. Use of this position may impede the view of some patrons behind. This should be considered in your seating plans.

Kitchen/Catering
The use of the kitchen is available for use by private caterers in consultation with the PAC Manager. The kitchen houses catering spec ovens, prep areas, a walk-in cool room and microwave.

Toilets
All Front of House toilet facilities are on the first and second floors.

Disabled/Parent Facilities
Lifts to Floors 1 and 2
Toilets first floor
Toilets and Baby change rooms on second floor
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BACKSTAGE

Stage Dimensions
Proscenium width    14.2m
Stage depth at Centre  13.8m
Stage depth at end of orchestra pit  13.2m
Stage depth from setting line (proscenium)  11.4m
Stage width behind proscenium    20.6m Pillar wall .6m beyond Pillar
Stage height to bottom of empty bar    13m
Stage height to bottom of tab track out    5.9m
Stage height to borders    6.5m (7m max)
Valance height    7m (max)

Stage Floor - Wooden sprung floor
Stagecraft Air Flow flooring system with sacrificial floor and no traps.
Floor weight capacity is for an imposed load of 5.0kPa, which equates to approximately 500kg/m²

Orchestra Pit
THE PIT IS OPEN AT ALL TIMES
Dimensions
Depth    6.55m
Width    9.05m
Height    2.5m

Safety net in place to prevent stage objects hitting players. Not intended to arrest human weight.

Control Room
The Creston control system has a presentation mode and a performance mode. All modes provide
the operators with complete control of all systems (except flying) from the Control Room.

Flying System
Stagecraft 16 bar motorised flying system, 3 of which are specialised for lighting. SWL’s displayed on
bars. Use of the bars to fly set / extra lighting is in consultation with the PAC Manager.

Stage Drapes
Red house curtain 16m with 7m drop (motorised side action)
Red Valance Curtain 15m with 2.5m drop (adjustable height)
2 Full Black Tab Sets 7m drop with manual side opening
2 Black Borders 4m drop with Black Legs underslung 7m drop
White Cyclorama 15m x 7m drop
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Lighting System
ETC ION Lighting Console with monitors and fader wing

Lighting Positions
FOH Dress Circle Gallery
2 FOH Lighting bridges
2 Side Juliets (with 2 levels)
3 Permanent Lighting bars onstage
1 Auxiliary Lighting Bar for cyc lighting
72x1.2kw Dimmers in 6 Jands HPC AirGap packs
Circuit plan is available on request – The standard rig must be left in-place / returned to standard by venue hirer at their cost.

Lantern Schedule
18 ETC Source 4 24/50 Profile Spots 750w
12 ETC Source 4 15/30 Profile Spots 750w
8 Acclaim Zoom Spots 00/00
7 Acclaim Zoom Spots 00/00
40 Prolite PR14 Fresnels with barndoors 1200w
40 PAR 64 Beamlights 1000w (240v)
20 Prolite Cyc Floods 1000w

Sound System
Roland M400 Mixing Desk with 48 channel capacity
4 x Shure Wireless Microphones, 2 with hand held option
6 x Shure SM58 Vocal Mics
6 x Shure SM81 Condenser Mics
Tannoy speaker system

Communication System
Standard wired headsets from Stage Manager Console at Stage Prompt to control room and 8 wireless headsets are available at an extra charge

Video Recording System*
The PAC has a digital video recording and editing system which can be utilised for a fee, including a charge for camera operators and editing technicians. The fee depends on the number of operators you require.

Video Projection*
Vivetek DG010 with GB9499 lens

Source Equipment for Video projection
Standard free to air television
Bluray Player
VGA Connection Points:
  Control Room
  Both sides of the stage
Tricaster Video System for streaming, recording, editing and broadcasting
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Dressing Rooms
There is a purpose built dressing room adjacent to the PAC. However there are several dressing room options available which will need to be discussed. The access to dressing rooms is strictly controlled.

Bump-In/Access
Door height 3.50m
Door width 3.22m
The height of the car park ceiling is however 2.80m

OTHER

Booking and Enquiries
All booking enquiries are to be made through the PAC Manager, Mr David Spooner, at david.spooner@sthildas.wa.edu.au or 9285 4165